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INTRODUCTION

Contrary to the expectations of many outside observers at the beginning of the 1990s the political system of the People's Republic of China (PRC) experienced remarkably little transformation during the last decade of the twentieth century. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) weathered the aftermath of the bloody repression of the Tiananmen democracy movement of 1989 as well as the demise of other Communist Party dictatorships in Russia and Eastern Europe. Neither the transition of authority from the late Deng Xiaoping to Jiang Zemin nor the passing of the helm from the latter to Hu Jintao at the Sixteenth Party Congress convened in Beijing in November 2002 have ushered in large-scale elite in-fighting or a systemic succession crisis disabling the functioning of the political system. Against this backdrop of stability, it has been the more subtle changes to that system on which most authors have pinned their hopes for a political transformation. These include *inter alia* the building of the rule of law, a more independent role for people's congresses at different levels of the political hierarchy, changing state-society relations and new intellectual trends.¹ However, one of the aspects receiving most attention in recent years has been ongoing political reform in the Chinese countryside. The very dearth of other eye-catching reforms in the political realm has made the adoption of direct elections at the basic-level of a Leninist Party-state seems even more spectacular. These elections pertain to villagers’ committees (VCs), the executive body

at the rural grassroots-level which was instituted with the demise of collective farming and the people's commune system in the early 1980s. Only after a special law was passed in 1987 did these elections begin to resemble democratic procedures and during the 1990s the spread of these was still quite uneven. Yet, problems of implementation notwithstanding these elections have served as an impetus to pioneer elections for other positions of the Party and state apparatuses. All of these reforms, to be dealt with in more detail below, have raised the eyebrows of Western China-watchers.

While it appears easy to explain the attention paid to grassroots political reforms in rural China, the extent of these changes and their impacts remain hard to gauge given the huge area and diverse nature of the Chinese countryside. In fact, Jonathan Unger aptly called rural politics in China "kaleidoscopic" because of the wide variations existing between different localities. Nevertheless, it is probably not too early to raise questions pertaining to the nature of these political transformations. Specifically, this article addresses the question which driving forces behind them can be identified. I will argue that political change at the grassroots-level in rural China has neither been a story of top-down reform, nor of bottom-up initiative, but rather a mixture of both and that during the process new actors which I will term bureaucratic entrepreneurs, policy advocates and policy entrepreneurs came to play significant roles. First, it will be necessary to sketch the economic transformations in rural China during the reform era to elaborate different reform patterns. We will then turn to the political reforms taking place in this new context and attempt to identify which pattern best serves to explain these. In doing so, I will focus on political reforms defined as a restructuring of formal political institutions. Accompanying changes in political attitudes and the political culture of rural China will be addressed only where they are perceived as either driving forces or results of these institutional reforms.

**Reforming China's Rural Economic Institutions**

Major transformations of the Chinese rural economy have taken place during the 1980s and 1990s. Indeed, the starting point of all reforms under Deng Xiaoping was de-collectivization of agriculture at the end of the 1970s and in the early 1980s which greatly boosted agricultural productivity during the first half of the 1980s. Yet, there have been greatly varying explanations of how these systemic changes came about. While some observers focused on intra-elite dynamics to explain this reform, others depicted de-collectivization as a momentous reform from below in which peasants forced into similar circumstances by a

---


3 See Jonathan Unger, The Transformation of Rural China (Armonk: M. E. Sharpe, 2002), 197.


5 Since these are generally well documented in the literature, I will not unnecessarily repeat them here. See for example David Zweig, Freeing China's Framers: Rural Restructuring in the Reform Era (Armonk: M. E. Sharpe, 1997), Jonathan Unger, The Transformation of Rural China (Armonk: M. E. Sharpe, 2002).

seemingly overwhelming state acted in unison to replace the oppressive structures of collective farming with a family-farming system. In other words, in this perspective the driving force of the adoption of this so-called household responsibility system (HRS) in agriculture has been the peasantry. While the elite-focused approach is linked with a “top-down pattern” of reform in which reform progresses only as far as the leadership allows, the second explanation will be called a “bottom-up pattern.” In the case of the HRS both have their virtues, but their explanatory power is obviously limited, especially regarding the regional variations in the adoption of a certain policy.

Therefore, other authors refined the argument to what can be termed an interactive pattern of reform: Preceding initiative from below, a relaxation in economic policy emanated from higher political levels. This created an opportunity for experimentation which some peasants and local cadres seized upon. After initial success of less radical forms of the HRS provincial-level reformers acted as patrons of these experiments and legitimized them post facto. Again, this encouraged initiative from below resulting in more small-scale, low-risk infringements of existing rules, called fence-breaking. While this cumulative pressure from below led to step-by-step reforms and clearly went beyond initial expectations of Deng Xiaoping and other “reformers,” earlier attempts in a very similar vein did not succeed because of the very different political macro-climate. Only the power struggle at the top between Deng Xiaoping and Hua Guofeng opened the necessary window of opportunity for these local initiatives to be sustainable. Elite policy champions in the provinces, such as Wan Li in Anhui and Zhao Ziyang in Sichuan, used the early success of this reform initiative to bolster the reformist position. Significantly, the central-level reformers at one point chose to adopt the HRS as a nation-wide policy, even implementing it against resistance in some localities. Therefore, only the interactive pattern of reform seems an adequate explanation for decollectivization in China. I will argue below that this explanatory pattern also goes a long way in analyzing rural political reforms in the 1980s, but that it has its limitations, too.

**Political Reforms**

The change from collective to family-farming under the HRS created a new political situation in the villages. Functions of rural basic-level cadres as well as their relationships to the populace were radically altered. Peasants had considerably more decision-making power

---


9 While most observers mention the documents of the famous third plenum of the eleventh CCP Central Committee in December 1978 as the starting point, Xu Yong points to the so-called Six Agricultural Articles of Anhui Province from November 1977 as the first opening-up document. Xu Yong, Bao chan dao hu shenfu lu [A Thorough Record of Contracting Out to the Household] (Zhuhai: Zhuhai chubanshe, 1998), 225.


11 See Xu (1998) for a detailed analysis of these attempts starting as early as 1956.

in production and control over their harvest under the new HRS. Tensions between cadres and villagers centered on the extraction of grain and taxes and coercive state policies like birth-planning, in some places rising to a crisis of governance. Popular protests in rural areas erupted more regularly and more violently during the two decades of the reform-era than before. Without direct leverage on villagers cadres now sometimes used excessively harsh methods to extract taxes and fees from the populace or to impose birth quotas or in birth-planning campaigns actually abortion quotas. Without a functioning judicial system to rely on to redress their grievances villagers reacted with open violence or stealthily retaliated against local cadres. On the other hand, the general relaxation of political climate and ideological control throughout the system led villagers and cadres alike to concentrate on seizing the newly available economic opportunities. Many basic-level cadres quit their posts or neglected their duties, thus incapacitating village administrations. Others used their remaining control of collective assets to profit from the boom of rural industries, combining political and economic clout. Either way the power of the central state to control its basic-level cadres and through them the rural population was considerably weakened. Again, it was a combination of central political reforms and local initiatives which lead to institutional innovation. The creation of elected villagers' committees (VCs) to step into the political vacuum is commonly credited to “spontaneous” initiatives on the part of some villagers in Guangxi Autonomous Region. However, it should be noted that the CCP Central Committee had in December 1978 issued a document which called for a democratization of the election procedures for village cadre positions. And in 1979 Deng Xiaoping exclaimed: “Without democracy there can be no socialism, and no socialist modernization.” Although the socialist democracy Deng had in mind is a far cry from Western liberal concepts of democracy and his use of the term might have been part of a ploy in the intra-Party struggles of that time, this still constitutes an unambiguous signal that change was in the air and Deng proved to be serious about administrative reforms. Therefore, Xu Yong is right to conclude that “[i]f one says that reforms of the economic structure created the necessary economic conditions for villagers’ self-


18 Cited in Xu 1997, p. 1; see also Wang 2001, pp. 6-7, for more on Deng's remarks on democracy during this era.
administration, then the process of democratization of the state directly promoted its rise." Even if it remains murky whether the villagers in Guangxi knew about new trends in central leaders thinking on basic-level administration, it is above doubt that these new trends had enabled grassroots initiatives to flourish. What is more, the central leadership decided to integrate the new institution of VCs into the formal administrative hierarchy when it abolished the people's communes. Communes were replaced by township governments and production brigades by administrative villages led by VCs enshrined in the 1982 constitution as basic-level self-administration organizations of the masses. This implied a certain degree of autonomy from township administration—the lowest level of formal state bureaucracy—although a definition of rights and duties of both were left to be defined by special laws. Moreover, the constitution required that cadres serving on VCs are elected by the villagers. Therefore, one could argue that villagers’ self-administration with elected VCs at its core had thus been institutionalized in an interactive pattern of reform very similar to the HRS. However, there are major differences between these two reforms. While the HRS was implemented nationwide without regard to local peculiarities within a matter of three years and has remained basically unchanged afterwards, the system of villagers’ self-administration remains only partially realized and proves still contentious even after two decades. The constitutional requirement to hold VC-elections was widely ignored even after promulgation of the Organic Law on Villagers’ Committees in its trial version of 1987. Only after a final version of that special law which was already announced in the constitution of 1982 had been passed in 1998 did implementation become more forceful. Furthermore, during this long process of experimentation large revisions and profound additions have been made to the original shape of villagers’ self-administration. We will address these in turn, when discussing driving forces for these political changes in the next sections.

ELITE POLICY CHAMPIONS AND LEGISLATION

It is certainly true that without the support of some high-ranking Party leaders the system of villagers’ self-administration would not have taken off. In fact, even the mentioning of elected VCs in the 1982 constitution is credited to the efforts of one single Party elder, Peng Zhen. His backing also proved necessary to induce reluctant National People's Congress (NPC) delegates to pass the Organic Law on Villagers’ Committees (Trial) in 1987 which defined more clearly the scope of self-administration and the functions of VCs. This law also required VCs to be elected directly by villagers although during the deliberations in the NPC
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19 Xu Yong, Zhongguo nongcun cummin zizhi [Villagers' Self-administration in Rural China] (Wuhan: Zhonghua shifan daxue chubanshe, 1997), 27.
20 See Xu, Zhongguo nongcun, 38-9. In fact, this process of administrative reform took three years and often involved a redrawing of administrative boundaries: During 1982-1985 54,342 communes were replaced by 91,138 townships and 719,438 brigades by 940,617 VCs; see Bai Gang and Zhao Taoxing, Xuanju yu zhi: Zhongguo cummin zizhi yanjiu [Elections and Governance: Studies on Chinese Villagers' Self-administration] (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui kexue chubanshe, 2001), 44.
21 This is of course not to say that China’s land system is free from the need of reform; but, as Peter Ho argues, for the moment it serves both state and society well to delay reform. Peter Ho, "Who Owns China's Land? Property Rights and Deliberate Institutional Ambiguity," China Quarterly 166 (2001): 394-421
many opponents had argued that this would make them less responsive to higher-level administration, thus aggravating, rather than ameliorating the rural governance crisis. In the end, with Peng’s support the proponents’ argument prevailed that elected VCs would be more able to carry out state-assigned but unpopular tasks because villagers would identify with them. Yet, again in the wake of the Tiananmen crackdown of 1989, it took Peng’s efforts and the assistance of another Party elder, Bo Yibo, to rescue the Organic Law from being scrapped altogether. These Party leaders succeeded in first passing the Organic Law and then saving it through the political reorientation of 1989 to 1990, but their victory was only partial and narrow. The law was merely passed for “trial implementation” and it took another ten years for a revised Organic Law to be promulgated by the NPC. Thus, backing by parts of the highest echelon of Party leaders acting as policy champions proved a necessary condition for political institutional reforms, but by no means a sufficient one. The PRC’s political system is as much characterized by authoritarianism as by fragmentation, so that even had the law been less ambiguous it would have met with considerable opposition in its implementation. That the Organic Law left crucial issues ill- or undefined made matters worse. Most notably, the relationship of the township government to the VC was defined as one of “guidance”—not of “leadership”—which expresses respect for a certain autonomy of the VC vis-à-vis the lowest level of formal state administration. However, it remained unspecified how the VC would realize the prescribed cooperation with and assistance to the township government in carrying out state-set administrative tasks. Ever since de-collectivization this has been the most contentious point in rural governance reform. Moreover, the village party branch, the highest organ in each village, was not even mentioned in the law. Only in party documents and the CCP statute the leadership of the party branch over the elected VC was clearly stated. Of course, not even the most vocal proponents of villagers’ self-government like Peng Zhen or Bo Yibo wanted the VCs to become independent of party leadership which to date remains the hallmark of the PRC’s political system. But a clearer delineation of functions and authority would certainly have contributed to a successful development of village governance. As things stood, implementation of the Organic Law and direct VC-elections was sure to be obstructed by those who had most to lose from this reform: township administrations and village party branches. And the definition of the Organic Law as being only for trial implementation provided these opponents with a pretext to adopt a wait-and-see attitude. Obviously, something else had to happen to drive implementation forward.
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27 See Xu Yong, Zhongguo nongcun cunmin zizhi [Villagers' Self-administration in Rural China] (Wuhan: Zhonghua shifan daxue chubanshe, 1997), 38. The fact that this leadership relation which includes the right to issue binding orders has never been in serious dispute has often been overlooked by Western observers.
INNOVATIONS BY THE MASSES

Ever since the successful adoption of the HRS “innovations by the masses” have played a special role in rural reforms. These have the special credentials of being conform to the mass-line approach which has been a central tenet of Mao Zedong’s thought about party work since the 1940s. The mass-line is best described in Mao’s own words:

In all practical work of our Party, all correct leadership is necessarily ‘from the masses to the masses’. This means: take the ideas of the masses (scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them (through study turn them into concentrated and systematic ideas), then go to the masses and propagate and explain these ideas until the masses embrace them as their own, hold fast to them and translate them into action, and test the correctness of these ideas in such action... Such is the Marxist theory of knowledge.

There are obvious parallels between this spiraling process and what I termed an interactive pattern of reform. It is somewhat ironic, however, that this mass-line approach was in actual practice seriously disregarded during the Mao-era, and yet was revived in this new form as a major reform pattern under Deng in the 1980s. In rural governance reform, we regularly find the claim that some new mechanism is an invention of the masses even if involvement of local cadres is more than just likely. A case in point is the institution of villagers’ representative assemblies (VRAs). These organs are composed of 30-50 members which are either elected in villagers’ small-groups or proposed by groups of households. Because of their size they are more easily convened than an assembly of all villagers to deliberate and decide on important issues of the rural community. Apart from this participatory function they are also supposed to serve as a check on elected village cadres who often take part in VRA sessions. Initially, assemblies of this kind seem to have been convened on an ad hoc-basis in villages in different parts of China during the 1980s to solve specific problems in village management. These local initiatives sometimes predated the promulgation of the Organic Law, but the institution spread more widely only with this law’s implementation starting in 1988. In other words, this institutional innovation would not have taken firm hold in the basic-level political system, but for the intervention of another driving force of political change, namely bureaucratic entrepreneurs—dealt with in more detail below—who helped to institute VRAs during this implementation drive. Another example is the case of village compacts and village charters. The first are rather simple codes of conduct, while the latter which

---

29 Cited in Tony Saich, Governance and Politics of China (Houndmills: Palgrave, 2001), 41.
are sometimes called ‘small constitutions’ regulate political life in the village. The adoption of village compacts through an assembly of all villagers as an instrument to restructure community life and to strengthen rural governance was pushed in a national campaign starting in 1982. As Ann Anagnost has shown, these village compacts have a history dating back to the Neo-Confucian revival of the eleventh century, yet “these historical antecedents are never mentioned. On the contrary, the compacts are consistently portrayed as an organizational innovation of ‘the masses’.” Village charters which clearly share these historical antecedents are supposedly an invention of the masses of Zhangqiu County, Shandong Province during the implementation of the Organic Law. From there their adoption spread nationwide during the MCA-led movement to create demonstration-sites for villagers’ self-administration after 1990. But very often the wide-spread adoption of village compacts and charters could only be attained by sacrificing the original procedure of the document being drafted by the villagers themselves. Instead various administrative levels simply took the initiative to issue these documents to the villagers. An example is the county-level city of Anqiu, Shandong Province, where cadres of the Party’s organization department at that level seemingly promoted the distribution of these documents starting in 1989. The motives of cadres seizing such initiatives will be explored in the next section.

A last example of a local innovation—this time going back to a public protest of ordinary villagers well-documented by an independent researcher—is the two-ballot system for the election of the village Party secretary. Due to the leadership role of the CCP throughout the political system which is enshrined in the PRC’s constitution the village Party branch, headed by the Party secretary, usually dominates local decision-making although there might be exceptions if the VC controls more income-generating activities. According to the CCP’s Provisional Regulations on Election Work for Basic-Level Organs all Party members are eligible to elect the relevant committee of their own units. However, candidates have to be examined
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35 See Wang Wen, Xiangzhen zhengquan jianshe [Construction of Rural Political Power at the Township-level] (Guangzhou: Zhongshan daxue chubanshe, 1993), 139.
36 See “Implementing Political Reform,” 43; and Wang, Xiangzhen, 142-6.
and approved by the party organ on the next higher level. And after election the same organ again has to approve the elected secretary and vice-secretary.\footnote{See Zhongyang jinrong gongwei zuzhibu, Dang de zuzhi gongzuo shiyong shouce [A Practical Handbook for the Organizational Work of the Party] (Beijing: Zhonggong zhongyang dangxiao chubanshe, 1999), 228. These regulations were promulgated on the June 27, 1990, and remained in force throughout that decade.} However, villagers of Hequ County, Shanxi Province, protesting in 1991 against their village party secretary’s alleged wrongdoings forced a party work team dispatched to solve the crisis to apply a new election procedure. The villagers’ demand for participation in the selection of the party secretary was accommodated by a two-step process in which an all-village assembly could nominate two candidates for the position. Then all village party members could cast a second ballot to decide which of the two would serve as secretary. This innovative election method worked so well that it was soon instituted in the whole county.\footnote{See Li, “The Two-Ballot System,” 103-5.}

These cases demonstrate that societal pressures for institutional reforms exist in many parts of the Chinese countryside. However, there is nothing to suggest that a spontaneous, unorganized, leaderless, nonideological, apolitical movement of the rural populace is about to introduce sweeping changes in grassroots governance structures. Advancing her version of the bottom-up pattern of policy-making Kate Xiao Zhou’s claimed that such a movement was responsible for most rural reforms in the 1980s and early 1990s.\footnote{See Zhou, Farmers.} This claim has proved dubious as shown above and would surely be all the more so had it been made for the rural political reforms treated here. Moreover, even in combination with support by some of the highest party leaders acting as policy champions these societal pressures proved not enough for any sweeping changes as the actually very arduous implementation of political reforms at the rural basic-level during the last decade testifies. What is still lacking in this picture to explain even the limited successes that these reforms have achieved are the driving forces of reform in the middle between the apex and the bottom of the political system.\footnote{A mutual empowerment of the political center and the peasantry through VC-elections at the cost of bureaucrats in the middle is the central thesis of Wang (1997). This huge middle ground is, however, omitted in his analysis. Wang Xu, “Mutual Empowerment of State and Peasantry: Grassroots Democracy in Rural China,” World Development 25, no. 9 (1997): 1431-42.}

**Bureaucratic Entrepreneurs**

Building on the work of Nancy Roberts, Kaye Bragg introduced the concept of public entrepreneurship into the study of policy-making in the PRC. An entrepreneur is conceptualized as someone engaged in each of the three phases of creation, design and implementation of a policy. Furthermore, Bragg differentiates four subtypes and identifies bureaucratic entrepreneurs as those holding formal positions in government below the level of leadership of a nationwide bureaucracy.\footnote{See Kaye C. Bragg, “Crossing the River by Groping for Stones: Factors Reshaping the Policy Innovation Process for Chinese Water Policies” (paper presented at the 2nd International Convention of Asia Scholars, Berlin, Germany, August 9-12, 2001), 5-6. The other three subtypes are also identified according to their positions as political entrepreneurs (elected leadership positions in government), executive entrepreneurs (not elected leadership positions) and policy entrepreneurs (without formal positions; these are dealt with in the next section). See also the discussion of entrepreneurship and political innovation in Heberer, Unternehmer, 92-5.} Of course Bragg is not the first to deal with the roles of bureaucrats
in the Chinese political process. Yet, her concept proves useful to understand the crucial role played by mid-level bureaucrats in current political reforms at China’s rural grassroots because it systematically differentiates between the three above mentioned phases. Therefore, we can analyze more clearly the roles which bureaucrats play. Shi Tianjian has argued that mid-level officials of the Ministry of Civil Affairs (MCA) were essential in this process since this ministry was designated to implement the Organic Law after 1988. They applied an incremental approach first spreading the institutionalization of VC elections and thereby compromising on their quality. Only in a second step after 1993 these MCA officials began to raise election quality by reforming the nomination procedures and fighting manipulation. However, this focus on policy-implementation obscured the fact that major innovations within the system of rural governance took place along with this process. As we have seen, neither VC elections themselves nor some elements described in the above section were innovations of MCA officials. Nevertheless, an entrepreneur is not necessarily characterized by his ability for (technical) innovations, but also by his alertness to opportunities which he creatively exploits. Understood in this way MCA officials acted entrepreneurial on a number of occasions greatly contributing to political reforms. VRAs again prove a good case in point. Seizing the opportunity provided by this locally initiated institution MCA officials promoted their large scale adoption since September 1990. After receiving the support of Song Ping, then member of the CCP’s Politburo Standing Committee, MCA issued a circular on the construction of demonstration-sites for villagers’ self-administration which also required the institutionalization of VRAs. Furthermore, through consulting provincial people’s congresses in drafting implementation procedures for the Organic Law MCA succeeded in introducing relevant clauses in the majority of cases. According to MCA about half of all Chinese villages had implemented this new organ by 1994. The establishment of demonstration-sites throughout China itself served two of MCA’s purposes. On the one hand, it created a favorable environment for further innovations as these are designated areas which are supposed to continuously improve the quality of VC-elections. Thus, it is their very purpose to experiment with new institutions in rural governance. On the other hand, MCA could cash in on local initiatives preceding the designation of a particular area as demonstration-site. This strategy could be called picking winners as the MCA would declare a particular local development a model and propagate it. An important example is the open nomination procedure called haixuan. Throughout the 1990s many localities still conducted non-competitive elections, that is an election with an equal number of candidates and positions to be elected. Other localities offered limited choice in conducting semi-competitive elections (number of candidates = number of positions + 1 or +2). With the revision of the Organic Law in November 1998 this semi-competitive method has become the legally required standard. Either way the nomina-

48 See Heberer, Unternehmer, 94.
49 Out of sixteen provinces adopting implementation regulations after September 1990 only six had no provisions on VRAs or a similar organ. Fujian Province in 1993 revised its implementation regulations bringing the total of provinces adopting this system into local law to sixteen at the end of 1994; see Wang Zhenyao, Tang Jinsu et al, Zhongguo nongcun cummin daibiao huiyi zhidui [The Research Report on the Villagers Representative Assemblies in China] (Beijing: Zhongguo shehui keyuc chubanshe, 1994), 23-4.
50 See Wang, Zhongguo nongcun, 35.
tion procedure and the process of reducing nominations to final candidates are of ultimate importance if any choice at all shall be provided. Most localities allowed nominations by groups of voters and certain village-level organs, including the party committee. In a second step the number of nominations used to be whittled down to the desired number of final candidates by a process of consultation in which the party branch had considerable power to influence the choice of voters. In their effort to raise the quality of VC-elections MCA officials were looking for ways to reduce this influence. With Lishu County, Jilin Province, they found a suitable opportunity to seize upon. As early as 1986 there had been a case of open nomination by village voters which was reported to the central leadership and was allegedly well received by Peng Zhen. Similar to the development of the two-ballot system the starting point had been an effort to resolve the political problems of one particular village. After further explorations in VC-elections of 1988/89 and 1991/92 the Lishu government issued new election regulations in 1993 and pushed for the county-wide adoption of the haixuan-method. In this process, every voter first casts a ballot with nominations. Those nominees who receive most votes are eligible to run in the final election. In this way, a primary after nomination becomes unnecessary although some localities still prefer holding a primary to a decision based on nominations. Either way the power of village party secretaries or township governments to manipulate voters’ choice is severely circumscribed by this process. Therefore, bureaucratic entrepreneurs at MCA decided to seize this opportunity and popularize the Lishu experience as a model to emulate. As a fruit of this effort the revised version of the Organic Law, passed by the NPC in November 1998, clearly requires direct nominations by the voters thus abolishing all previously common forms of consultations and negotiations that in process. However, it would be a simplification to credit only a handful of officials in the central-level MCA with this innovation. Obviously, the initial impulse was a local solution to a particular village’s problems in governance. And even before the inception of the demonstration-site movement through MCA the Party committee and government of Lishu promoted the use of primaries and semi-competitive elections throughout the county in 1989. With these re-


quirements Lishu established itself as a frontrunner in rural governance reforms. This position was formalized when several townships within Lishu County were designated as demonstration-sites during the VC-elections of 1991. In fact, prior to 1994 Lishu seems to have been the only county-level demonstration-site in the whole of Jilin Province. So we can assume that it received considerable attention from regional-level Civil Affairs officials. Although it now seems impossible to accurately disentangle the different inputs that enlightened county leaders, Civil Affairs officials at the provincial- or district-level and MCA officials from Beijing have provided to Lishu’s development it is obvious that all of these three groups of actors have acted as bureaucratic entrepreneurs and made considerable impact. A more important question to answer is which motives these actors pursued in driving political reform forward. Shi Tianjian argued that a new generation of bureaucrats was responsible for the implementation of the Organic Law with personalities like Wang Zhenyao seriously committed to reforming the political process at the grassroots. However, these bureaucrats needed to apply politically correct arguments to avoid offering an open flank for criticism. This instrumental argumentation makes it hard to assess their genuine commitment to reform. Moreover, another equally compelling motive might be careerism. As MCA is the bureaucracy charged with implementing the Organic Law its officials could rightly assume successes in grassroots political reform to foster their individual careers as well as the prestige of the whole organization. This careerist motive might be also be at work with bureaucratic entrepreneurs engaged in political reforms with positions in local and regional government and Party leadership positions. This point was made by Li Lianjiang after studying the few known cases of another attempted reform: the introduction of direct elections for the position of township head.

According to the constitution and the Organic Law of Local People's Congresses the head of a township government is elected by the local people's congress (LPC). However, as this position falls within the purview of the Party's nomenklatura system the delegates are usually presented only with a single candidate pre-selected by the county party committee.

---


59 In April 1988 a township in Lishu County was chosen by these regional Civil Affairs offices as experimental-site for the elections of 1988/89. The first visit by a MCA official, Bai Yihua, is recorded in March 1989. See the meticulous chronicle of events in Yu, """"Haixuan” guxiang de xuanju licheng,” 365-6.


62 On this last point see Kellihnor, "“The Chinese Debate,” 76.


64 The elections of LPC delegates itself is carefully orchestrated by the CCP. For a detailed account of electorates and selectorates at the township level see Melanie Manion, “Chinese Democratization in Perspective: Electorates and Selectorates at the Township Level,” China Quarterly 163 (2000): 764-82.
heless, this domination of CCP organs has recently been more vocally criticized within China.\(^{65}\) And what is more, some localities experimented with more direct involvement of residents. The first of these experiments was conducted in Nancheng Township, Sichuan Province, at the end of 1998 and has been described as “essentially a carefully conducted political show”\(^{66}\) since in the two-stage process of candidate selection voters’ choice was severely circumscribed. Another author praised the historical significance of the fact that direct voting for the whole township leadership was possible, but criticized procedural flaws like the highly restrictive qualifications to stand as candidate and the adoption of mechanisms (like *haixuan*) developed for VC-elections but unsuitable for a wider electorate.\(^{67}\) The controlled nature of the process is explained by the fact that the provincial CCP organization department took the initiative to arrange this election. Yet, the motivation of these cadres to do so remains obscure. In fact, the whole election was kept secret for more than two years.\(^{68}\) Therefore, the first township election to grab the headlines in China and abroad was the now well-known election in Buyun, Sichuan Province, conducted only shortly after Nancheng’s.\(^{69}\) Here, the motivations of bureaucratic entrepreneurs, the leaders of Shizhong City, seem clearer. In the face of economic difficulties they attempted to regain legitimacy with the populace and to present themselves as successful in political reforms towards their superiors. However, these cadres legitimized their experiment with the general political trend after the 15th Party Congress of 1997 and instigated a demand for reform from below to share the political risks involved between different administrative levels.\(^{70}\) Though not without flaws itself the Buyun election process surpassed the Nancheng experiment in being freer, fairer and more competitive in almost all aspects.\(^{71}\) The central leadership reacted with a harsh condemnation of this election process and tried—but failed—to institute a news blackout. Although this condemnation itself was the target of a number of criticisms so far no other local experiment went that far again.\(^{72}\) Those applied for example an open nomination process or a vote of confidence to align candidate selection and voters’ preferences, leaving the final ballot to LPC delegates.\(^{73}\)

Although not much is known about the motivations involved it is interesting to note that several of these testing grounds of electoral reform had been demonstration-sites for villagers’ self-administration before.\(^{74}\) Therefore, it seems plausible to assume that the officials in-
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67. See Li Fan et al, *Chuangxin yu fazhan. Xiangzhenzhang xuanju zhidu gaige* [Innovation and Development. The Reform of the Township Head Electoral System] (Beijing: Dongfang chubanshe, 2002), 386-8. Apart from the head of the township government, the vice heads were also elected.

68. Li, “Politics,” 709-10.

69. For a detailed account see Li, *Chuangxin yu fazhan*, 115-52.


73. On the experiments of Zhuoli Township, Shaxi Province, and Shenzhen’s Dapeng Town, Guangdong Province, see Li, *Chuangxin yu fazhan*, 71-96, and on the experiment of Xincai County, Henan Province see Li, “Politics,” 720.
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volved had come to see political innovations as a way to improve career prospects as Li Lianjiang has suggested. In any case, this is a more plausible explanation than the one offered by these cadres themselves that they were enthused about political reform by Jiang Zemin’s praise for grassroots democracy during his address to the 15th CCP Congress. Seen in context, this eight line paragraph is hardly arousing, but rather the usual musing about “deepening reform” prevailing throughout this document of more than fifty pages. If these cadres were encouraged by mixed signals from higher levels they seemingly were acutely aware of the risks involved, too. Otherwise it would not be understandable why they attempted to keep the electoral experiments secret. An election would only be deemed successful if the chaos which opponents of too much democracy fear does not break out. Therefore, the hope of those local reformers probably was to let some time pass before claiming a successful political innovation. However, the time obviously was not yet ripe for the adoption even of some experimental-sites in township electoral reform since these local bureaucratic entrepreneurs could obviously not find a policy champion in the highest level leadership.

POLICY ADVOCATES AND POLICY ENTREPRENEURS

A lively Chinese research community interested in rural political reforms has developed in the 1990s. Here, opponents of VC-elections are in the minority and we find many policy advocates who engage in both creation and design of policies. This is largely done through case-studies—sometimes conducted with investigative methods—that point to local innovations, publicize them and add to their design in the form of policy proposals. Among the huge number of publications on the reforms discussed in this paper some of the most outstanding works emanated from Huazhong Normal University’s Rural Problems Research Center where Xu Yong and Zhang Yan’an act as general editors of a book series on village governance. Another important research unit is the Center for Public Policy Research at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, headed by Bai Gang. Although the actual impact of scholarly work on the policy process is notoriously hard to assess, there can be no doubt that these think-tanks and other academics have played a role in the elaboration of villagers’ self-administration legislation. And should a Party leader decide to act as policy champion for the introduction of direct elections at the township-level he will probably turn to those academics
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75 See Li, “Politics,” 722-3.
77 In the case of the Nancheng election the CCP organization department of Sichuan Province was the source of encouragement (Li, “Politics,” 709). White (1998) even cites a CCP Central Committee document of June 1998 which “announced the Party's intention to 'make active efforts' to extend elections to the township level.” Unfortunately, this quote is not set into its context, so its nature remains hard to judge. White Tyrene, “Village Elections: Democracy from the Bottom Up?,” Current History (September 1998): 267.
who have previously released works on the topic to get their support in designing a policy. Another group of policy advocates in China has a uniquely strong presence in the field of rural governance reforms. Since the MCA has been quick to realize the potential of foreign academics and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to strengthen its case for villagers’ self-administration, those actors have been involved in the scene throughout the 1990s. They have not only conducted election observations and brought international publicity to the program of village elections, but they also have made real impact on discussions and even the actual design of election laws. Foreign academics and NGOs involved in discussions about future reforms will probably continue to exert an influence on policy-making, but they will have to be careful not to be seen as lecturing Chinese about democracy as doing so would not be politically acceptable to the party-state. One way to get around this is pursued by the Ford Foundation in collaboration with the Carter Center. In 2002 these institutions started to jointly publish a book series entitled Contemporary China’s Rural Governance and Election Observation. Thus, they provide a forum for critical publications on rural governance by Chinese academics and practitioners of rural governance and act as policy advocates in an indirect way. It is the author’s impression that the Chinese and international researchers as well as foreign NGOs and the MCA are connected in a strong network that as a community is driving for more reforms. There are now even signs that a new type of actor is about to emerge in China, namely the policy entrepreneur, that is “an individual working outside the formal government system to introduce and implement innovations.” In the 1980s Chinese intellectuals with a mind for political reform usually tried to work from within the system. Even the few cases left outside generally tried to be integrated into it. Now at least some individuals are beginning to act as policy entrepreneurs. They are actively engaged in instigating local election experiments, contribute to policy design through commenting on political development in his own research publications and try to implement reformist policies on the ground in acting as consultants to local governments. The direction of their work is clear. According to one of this group “VCC-elections have outlived their historical mission. Now it is time to move on to direct elections of the township head.” As shown above, some local officials are beginning to feel the same and there are definitely more local experiments underway than we know about since by intent these are kept secret at first.
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80 On this see Kelliher, “Debate,” 75-7.
84 Personal communication with the author, March 2001.
85 See International Republican Institute, Elections at the Grassroots. An Assessment of Local Elections in Guangxi, Hebei, Henan, Shanxi, and Yunnan Provinces, People’s Republic of China (Washington: International Republican Institute, 2000), 24-5. See also Thurston, “Democracy,” 52.
CONCLUSIONS

This discussion of grassroots political reform in rural China has identified a number of actors playing significant roles in the initiation, design and implementation of new political institutions and governance mechanisms. Since the actual extent to which these changes to the basic-level political system have already taken hold in the Chinese countryside is impossible to gauge, we are at a loss to accurately assess the magnitude of the impacts these different reforms have had on rural political life in different regions. This article instead focused on the patterns according to which reforms were initiated, elaborated and adopted. The major finding is that no actor or single group of actors is in a position to successfully promote political reform on his or its own. In the context of a political system characterized by fragmented authoritarianism not even the highest leaders can see their policy initiatives implemented smoothly without building a coalition of supporters. Similarly, the actors trying to behave like entrepreneurs, that is innovating, designing and implementing a policy, need to rally policy advocates and policy champions around them to get their initiatives adopted. In other words, the different functions of the entrepreneurial process tend to become divided among several actors and public entrepreneurship is facilitated by a tentative coalition of actors functioning as nodes of a network.\textsuperscript{86} The political reforms under scrutiny are best explained as products of this whole network rather than as emanating from either the apex or the bottom of the political system. The bottom-up pattern of reform tends to neglect that the peasantry needed a window of opportunity provided by a divided political elite to see its moves consolidated. Conversely, the top-down pattern is prone to ignore that leaders were consistently driven forward to more and more far-reaching reforms by initiatives from below. And both cannot account for the entrepreneurial role played by bureaucrats who engaged in far more than just policy implementation in being inventive themselves, creating environments conducive for inventions or appropriating innovations by others. In sum, the explanation for rural political reforms offered here points to another pattern of policy-making which could tentatively be called a nodal pattern since each of the nodes within the described network has a significant and necessary role to play to realize grassroots political reforms. Certainly, more research in this vein will be needed before such a reform pattern can be more confidently claimed in existence. For this research, this study can offer but a starting point.

However, a conclusion which can be drawn regarding the study of policy-making in China is that we sometimes might not be able to identify the single most important actor behind a particular policy, but instead need to look for the \textit{processes} leading to change if we want to more fully account for the driving forces of political development. This finding parallels the conclusion some time ago drawn by Lieberthal and Oksenberg that the PRC’s policy process is “\textit{disjointed}, with key decisions made in a number of different and only loosely coordinated agencies and inter-agency decisional bodies.”\textsuperscript{87} But it extends this view by also taking societal actors into account which function as initiators, advocates or entrepreneurs of policies. Regarding further political reforms in the Chinese countryside the prospect for the moment is somewhat dim. Despite the usual pledge to extend grassroots democracy Jiang Zemin made in his address to the 16th National Congress of the CCP, the Central Commit-

\textsuperscript{86} This is consistent with the findings presented by Bragg, “Crossing the River,” 18-9.
tee's Document No. 12 from July 2001 which declared direct elections for the position of township head unconstitutional and illegal remains in force. However, as we have seen there is accumulating evidence of stirrings for further political reforms in the countryside. Therefore, if one or some of the leaders rising in the aftermath of Hu Jintao's succession to Jiang chose to act as a policy champion for such a reform he would find other actors to support his move. Nevertheless, given that the township-level belongs to the formal state bureaucracy and not the self-administration level this would be a bold move indeed since leading-cadre positions within the state administration fall within the purview of the Party's nomenklatura system. Furthermore, with the adoption of direct elections to executive positions at the township-level the conflict of elected officials and Party secretaries only accountable to higher levels which is currently widely perceptible at the village level would probably be moved one step up the administrative ladder. And finally, elections are but one side of the policy-cycle which also includes decision-making and policy implementation. Therefore, even where elections are successfully instituted it is still too early to speak of full-fledged democracy and this would be true of the township-level, too.
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88 This document is cited in Li, “Politics,” 704. For the English version of Jiang Zemin's speech refer to <www.16congress.org.cn/english/features/49007.htm> (7 February 2003).